GaugeSafe Data Exchange Software
Simplicity, Repeatability, and Accuracy.
GaugeSafe software is a PC-based data exchange program that
communicates with your ADMET controller or indicator via a USB flash
(thumb) drive or directly through a USB cable. GaugeSafe software is
compatible with the PI-XS, DFG, GaugeBuster 2 and the ep2 indicators as
well as the ep2 controller.
GaugeSafe allows you to upload raw test data from an ADMET indicator/
controller to your computer for viewing or printing group test reports that
include a statistical summary of calculated mechanical properties and an XY plot (available with GaugeSafe Plus and Live version).
Transferred data can be stored for future recall to ensure accurate and repeatable testing. Test data and results can also be
exported into common spreadsheet and database programs for further review and analysis.

GaugeSafe Data Exchange
Version available for Pi-XS and DFG indicators
Users can upload the stored test results, Pi-XS/DFG setup and calibration tables
from the indicator to a computer running on Windows operating systems.

GaugeSafe Basic
Version available for GaugeBuster 2 and eP2
Users can upload the stored test results, raw XY data, test methods, eP2/GB2 setup and calibration tables from the indicator to
a computer running on Windows operating systems.
Note that GaugeSafe Basic is included with the eP2

GaugeSafe Plus

ADMET’s Pi-XS
(left) and DFG
(right) indicators

Version available for GaugeBuster 2 and eP2
In addition to the features of GaugeSafe Basic, GaugeSafe Plus gives users the ability to view and print XY plots for from one to
ten test curves on a single set of graph axis once testing is completed.
GaugeSafe Plus calculates ASTM C469 Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson’s Ratio if the optional Extension Channel and optional
Auxiliary Channel exist in the GaugeBuster 2.

GaugeSafe Data Exchange
Version available for GaugeBuster 2 and eP2 In addition to the features of GaugeSafe Plus, GaugeSafe Live gives users the ability
to view the “real-time” XY curves as well as real-time load and position channels while the test is running.
When equipped with GaugeSafe Live, eP2 can be used for additional analyses such as offset yield, modulus, shear modulus, load
@ % strain, % strain @ load.
GaugeSafe Live calculates ASTM C469 Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson’s Ratio if the optional Extension Channel and optional
Auxiliary Channel exist in the GaugeBuster 2.
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